Bigleaf Cloud-First SD-WAN
What is Bigleaf?
WHAT WE DO

OUR CLOUD-FIRST APPROACH

Bigleaf provides an SD-WAN
service that uniquely targets the
needs of Public Cloud
Connectivity – access to apps
like VoIP, virtual desktop, EHR,
point-of-sale, and SaaS.

Unlike box-only SD-WAN solutions, Bigleaf uses a
split architecture that leverages both routers at the
customer premises, as well as a dedicated gateway
network built into major Internet peering hubs around
the country. This gives us end-to-end management
and control over the customer’s Cloud-based traffic.

WHO WE ARE
• Headquartered in Portland, OR
• Founded in 2013
• Investment-backed in 2015
• Gateway Network with
clusters throughout the U.S.

How does Bigleaf Work?
CORE FUNCTIONALITY
We encapsulate the customer’s traffic within tunnels that
connect from our on-premises router, running across multiple
ISP paths, to our core gateway clusters. These tunnels efficiently
and reliably move traffic to and from the core of the Internet,
while providing our adaptation system with end-to-end visibility
and control of each circuit.

The Bigleaf monitoring system constantly measures circuit
performance in both directions, evaluates traffic flows from
applications, and adapts to changing conditions in real-time based
on algorithms and alarm thresholds.

KEY FEATURES
Intelligent Load Balancing
Monitors circuit conditions
(up to four circuits),
adapting load balancing in
real-time to match traffic
needs to circuit
performance.

Bi-directional Dynamic QoS
Automatically prioritizes VoIP
and other real-time traffic across
Internet connections, even with
varying bandwidth. No need to
establish complicated QoS
policies.

Same IP Address Failover
We issue customers a dedicated
IP block out of our gateways. This
allows failover between circuits
without dropping sessions, as the
IP does not change. This BGP
alternative works for every app.
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VPN Traffic Optimization
Optimizes VPN traffic for
stable site-to-site connecitivy
over ISP connections. Enables
customers to migrate from
MPLS to more ubiquitous and
cost-effective broadband.
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Outside the Firewall
Bigleaf is the only SD-WAN
vendor dedicated to staying
outside the customer’s firewall
with our on-site router. This
means our customers keep
their preferred firewall and a
trusted, mature brand-name
for security.
Carrier, Firewall, & Cloud
Application Agnostic
Bigleaf works with any firewall,
any Internet connection, any
Cloud application.
Plug-and-Play Ease
Bigleaf ’s dedication to an
outside-the-firewall
deployment model allows us
to deliver the most
plug-and-play version of
SD-WAN intelligence you can
find in the industry. SD-WAN
vendors that replace or
disable the firewall require a
much more complicated sales
and installation process.
Security
With Bigleaf, your SD-WAN
platform is separate from your
security platform, maintaining
your security policies and
compliancies without
compromise.

Boutique-Style Support
We provide a unique 24x7
support experience that you
simply cannot find with a large
carrier or company that
re-sells another vendor’s
SD-WAN technology. When
you call into Bigleaf support,
you’re talking to engineers and
provisioning staff that work
exclusively on Bigleaf ’s
SD-WAN service.

Bigleaf is a GOOD Fit For...
Single-Site Customer using Cloud Apps
• Cloud application benefits: QoS
prioritization, load-balancing and failover
Multi-site customer using Cloud Apps –
little or no site-to-site connectivity needs
• Cloud application benefits: QoS
prioritization, load-balancing and failover

Multi-site MPLS customer migrating
away from MPLS to an Internet VPN
environment
• Cloud application benefits: QoS
prioritization, load-balancing and failover
• VPN benefits:
• Ensures VPN tunnels ride the most
stable ISP connection
• Failover of the VPN tunnels (during
both full outage and brownout
situations) without dropping the VPN
sessions
• Prioritizes the VPN tunnel traffic
above other bulk traffic like Microsoft
patch updates and YouTube streaming
• Prioritizes critical traffic within the
customer’s VPN tunnels, through
coordinated packet marking

Bigleaf is a NOT a Fit For...
Long-term Multi-site Hybrid MPLS
WAN with no Cloud Apps
For customers that want to keep MPLS (or
other carrier-based private network
technology) and load-balance with Internet
connections in a hybrid WAN environment
for site-to-site connectivity, Bigleaf may not
be an ideal fit.
Why? Our commitment to staying outside
the firewall for plug-and-play ease means we
give up the ability to load-balance internal
private traffic over MPLS and broadband. For
now, we’ll leave the ideal solution for this
need to other vendors in the SD-WAN
space who have built more complicated,
firewall-inclusive SD-WAN solutions.
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Cloud Access Network
Because we tunnel 100% of the
customer’s traffic out to the Bigleaf
Gateway Network built into major
peering hubs around the country,
we can provide bi-directional QoS
and seamless same-IP failover for
all Cloud-based applications
(Hosted VoIP, VDI, AWS, Azure,
PoS, SaaS, etc.) out-of-the-box.
Others Built for Private
Networking, Not the Cloud
SD-WAN vendors with a
premises-only solution (no
dedicated Gateway network) are
built more for private networking,
not the Cloud. They can’t provide
true bi-directional QoS for
Cloud-based applications
out-of-the-box, because they don’t
have full control over download
traffic without forcing the
customer to deploy their own
expensive gateways in their Cloud
provider’s data center or Cloud
infrastructure.
Works with ALL Cloud Apps
With our gateways sitting in the
core of the Internet, there’s no
need to manually deploy Bigleaf
equipment with each of the
customer’s Cloud content
providers. We are either directly
peered, or a quick hop or two
away on the backbone of the
Internet to all content providers.
Fully redundant
We connect each customer
location to two Bigleaf gateways
for redundancy, operate our
own redundant backbone
network between our gateways,
and have redundant upstream IP
feeds at each gateway. Warm
Spare and High-Availability
options are available for Bigleaf
router redundancy at the
customer’s location.
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